
Peralta Community College District 
Emergency Financial Aid Meeting 

December 18, 2014 

10-11:00 

 

In Attendance: Mike Orkin, Susan Rinne, Adela Esquivel-Swinson, Tom Wong, Dave Nguyen, Dominique Benavides, Joyce Willis-Brown, Charlotte 

Smith, Rodrick Fajarda, Ranell Holmes 

 

Agenda Item 
 

Discussion 

 

Follow-up 

Action 

Meeting Called 

to Order 

Waiting for Ranell before we begin. Meeting started at 10:09.  

I.  

 

TWong- Audit findings for the whole district, no financial adjustments. 10. Moving in the right direction. Inside those 10 

findings there are two audit findings that are serious that can affect our accreditation standing. All findings must eventually be 

resolved. 

 

 

II.  COD 

Reporting 

 

 

COD stands for Common Origination and Disbursement. After we make a disbursement the information needs to be sent within 

3 days. We have not done that in a few years. We need COD to be automated. In 14-15 we said it would be done in our 

corrective action matrix.  

Systemic/Source Integration: This makes data transmission automatic and reduces manual proceedings. TD transaction Delivery 

speaks to DOE server. Transmits Title 4 data back and fourth. Get software from DOE website that you download and comes 

with directions on how to use it.  

RHolmes- I thought Calvin gave you an update last week. It seems as if IT dept. never used this and brand new to us. It’s not 

guaranteed it’s going to work. We need to implement correctly, sometime next year. MOrkin- TD client is software that 

interfaces with DOE server. Before What were we doing before? DNguyen- It was manually transmitted. There is human error 

involved with that process.  Last year in the fit gap was to implement this software. There was work done but there was no 

follow through. MOrkin- In the scope of work it says High Street this is part of it. AEsquivel-Swinson- I’ve never received the 

executed copy for academic advising and financial aid. Final copy of the scope of work. I made edits but I never received it back. 

RHolmes- I think the fit gap report was more specific. MOrkin- Was high street supposed to do this? The date is now 2015. 

TWong- In March. RHolmes- It helps become streamlining. SRinne- As long as we report on time, if we report in a timely 

fashion. We have to find a way to report on time and accurately. DNguyen- Dom and I have developed a process to get staff to 

transmit the files. The concern is we continue with this process we will continue to have these finding. MOrkin- When we 

submitted our response and said it would be automated who said it would be done? SRinne- Director of financial aid. MOrkin- 

This last piece that we need is programming and getting PD client to work. What is the status on that? RHolmes- This is 

transport, it’s on the file transport side. Firewalls, potocalls, entails more coordination with IT and college support staff. MOrkin- 

How long have you been working on it? RFajarda- In the last month. MOrkin- When was this response? SRinne- When we got 

the audit findings we were in implementation stage, you couldn’t do it until you had financial aid implemented. RFajarda- We 

are doing the transmitting of data together manually. MOrkin- We are heading in the right direction. It involves more than 

PeopleSoft, involves stuff on the network. RHolmes- Not sure how long. That is the concern that we have, we’ve never used it 

before. TWong- The website has a helpline and manual troubleshooting information. It is combatable with PeopleSoft? 

RFajarda- The end result is the file is sitting on Windows. We are having inconsistencies; we don’t know how many files we are 

getting in 1 day. Last week from BCC 17. I cannot put together a logic that can predict how many will be there. MOrkin- These 

things can be done.  
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DBenavides- Robby promised it would be included using TD client. RHolmes- I don’t see it in the fit gap or in the scope of 

work. If someone does find it please help me. MOrkin- If it is in the contract Robby has to come back and help. AEsquivel-

Swinson- Can you send me the executed copy? RHolmes- I will send it to you. Robby promised a lot of things. Different in 

volunteering and in the scope of work. She said a lot of things that were not confirmed by IT. AEsquivel-Swinson- We need an 

exit interview. TWong- We will be in trouble, we will not get the federal dollars. SRinne- We’ve invested the time into it. It 

would eliminate possible errors and the campuses challenging the process. AEsquivel-Swinson- How can we help to make this 

happen?  

 

RHolmes- My team does not make this happen. I have to let you know the timeline. MOrkin- Is the manual process working? 

DNguyen- In a new system, learn as we go a lot of errors. I’m not confident if we maintain this manual process we will fulfill 

this finding.  

 

MOrkin- We need to call in outside companies. Could you talk to Calvin and give us a status report? Do we need to bring in an 

outside advisor? Anyone can look at the executed copy for High street? Talk to Mike and Calvin for an update, and bring in a 

consultant. SRinne- If the auditors pull what was submitted we would be out of compliance? DNguyen- Yes. MOrkin- If the TD 

client is implemented we don’t have to worry about that? RHolmes- What if TD client doesn’t work? What is our plan B? I 

guarantee it will not work. MOrkin- I don’t understand that. It’s an established product from the DOE. The direction is getting IT 

to work on implementing it. Next steps to get Mike Diquino, Calvin and Ranell should provide a status report before March. If 

that means bringing in an outside consultant. Should check fit gap and Scope of Work from HighStreet. If it is mentioned than 

we have to get them back to do it. 

Next meeting Calvin and Mike should be here. Schedule a meeting the week of Jan 5. Do the 6 or 7. 

 

IV. 

Enrollment 

Reporting  
  

Enrollment reporting. DNguyen- Currently financial aid is submitting NSE. Data coming out of PeopleSoft is inaccurate for 3-4 

years. Finding in financial aid audits. They are going to require us to fix every student manually. DBenavides- In the past 

process. I started asking questions, incorrect withdraw date, loads, academic plan. There is a cip code invalid is being reported. 

Fixing the errors manually is impossible. We have over 2000 students incorrectly not withdrawn. Address withdraw problem, get 

a W not an F. Ensure every student has a correct academic plan. Just recently I went back to that old program. I had to submit the 

incorrect data. The only was to fix is once the data fixed I can go back and resubmit. There are so many customized processes 

that need to be reviewed, multiple tickets open. We are not able to report accurately, we will continue to have audit issues. 

Willis-Brown- W F grade issues, missing grade tickets, IM majors, withdraw process. In progress, in process. CSmith- I’m 

working in production, we are in a grading period, well over 7,000 that are wrong. I’ve been asking for updates, I tried to get this 

addressed during census now we are in grading. Start in fall; this is also erasing the existing problem. Students identified as a no 

show got dropped as a w… 

RHolmes- How many issues are related? DBenavides- 4 or 5. Multiple issues, any issue regarding. JWillis-Brown- There was an 

email with the ticket numbers. Resend that email. RHolmes- We have to review it. Update all students plan status.  

 

Joyce will 

resend Ranell 

the email with 

the open tickets 

and their 

numbers. 

 

IT will review 
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status. 

 

 


